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Abstract. Nowadays, the growth and complexity of functionalities of current information systems, especially dynamic, distributed and
heterogeneous information systems, makes the design and creation of such systems a difficult task and at the same time, strategic for
businesses. A very important stage of data protection in an information system is the creation of a high level model, independent of the
software, satisfying the needs of system protection and security. The process of role engineering, i.e. the identification of roles and setting
up in an organization is a complex task.

The paper presents the modeling and design stages in the process of role engineering in the aspect of security schema development for
information systems, in particular for dynamic, distributed information systems, based on the role concept and the usage concept. Such a
schema is created first of all during the design phase of a system. Two actors should cooperate with each other in this creation process, the
application developer and the security administrator, to determine the minimal set of user’s roles in agreement with the security constraints
that guarantee the global security coherence of the system.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the growth and complexity of functionalities of the
current information systems, especially dynamic, distributed
and heterogeneous information systems, makes the design and
creation of such systems a difficult task and at the same time,
strategic for businesses [1,2]. Data protection against improp-
er disclosure or modification in the information system is an
important issue of each security policy realized in the insti-
tution. Distributed information systems or federation of infor-
mation systems provide the access of many different users to
huge amount of data, sometimes stored in different locations
and secured by different strategies, security policies and mod-
els or inner enterprise rules. These users have different rights
to the data according to their business or security profiles
that depend on their organization positions, current locations
and many others conditions. Therefore, it is important for an
enterprise to develop the security system that secures the in-
formation system against external and internal threats.

A very important stage of data protection in an infor-
mation system is the creation of high level model, indepen-
dent of the software, satisfying the needs of system protec-
tion and security. Role engineering in a domain of access
control is a process that consists of determination and de-
finition of roles, permissions, security constraints and their
relations. The company’s roles can be regarded in two as-
pects – functional (reflects the main business functions of
a company) and organizational (reflects the organization hi-
erarchy of a company). Before the implementation of con-
crete access control model, the role engineering process has
to take place. The issue of role engineering is connect-

ed close to the issues of modeling and design of infor-
mation systems. During our previous studies, we examined
the design methods of the information systems and the de-
sign methods of information system security [3]. However,
it is difficult to find the global method that takes into ac-
count both the design of system and its associated security
scheme.

The process of role engineering, i.e. identification of roles
and setting up in an organization is a complex task because
very often the responsibilities of actors, e.g. users, in an or-
ganization and their functions are few or badly formalized.
Moreover, the role concept is an abstract approach. It does
not correspond to particular physical being and therefore it is
very difficult to give the definition that comprise the whole
world. Furthermore, numerous security constraints should be
formulated in order to define the security policy in a proper
way. They are defined both at developer level and administra-
tion level of security schema. The main difficulty is to assure
the global coherence of all elements (applicative and organi-
zational) during the whole system lifecycle, especially during
the system exploitation, e.g. when a new application with the
new elements is added to the existing information system. To
conclude, the research of roles in security schema needs a
real engineering approach that provides a solution to identify,
specify and maintain such schema and their components.

Many different works concerning the problem of role en-
gineering were presented in the literature [4–12]. First of all,
most of the papers treat the static aspects of the access control
domain. They do not take into consideration the problems of
dynamic changes affecting the access control rules in modern
information systems, particularly distributed information sys-
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tems. Moreover, whereas everyone agrees that safety must be
taken into account as quickly as possible, the proposed role
engineering approaches are often disconnected from the de-
sign and the evolution of information system for which they
are provided.

Coyne in [5] proposes to collect different user activities
to define the candidate roles. Fernandez et al. in [6] pro-
pose to use the use cases to determines the role rights of
system users but they do not describe the constraints aspect
and the role-hierarchies. Epstein et al. [8] propose to express
RBAC elements with UML diagrams but do not define the
role engineering process. Roeckle et al. [9] propose a process-
oriented approach for role engineering but only at meta level
without details about the role hierarchy, derivation of per-
missions and relation between some elements. Epstein and
Sandhu [10] describe the role engineering of role-permission
assignment but not go into detail about constrains and role
hierarchies in the process. Neumann and Strembeck propose
in [13, 14] very interesting scenario-driven role engineering
process for RBAC model. However this proposal does not
take into consideration the dynamic aspects of access con-
trol.

The paper presents the modeling and design stages in the
process of role engineering in the aspect of security schema
development for information systems, in particular for dynam-
ic, distributed information systems, based on the role concept
and the usage concept. Such a schema is created first of all
during the design phase of a system. Two actors should co-
operate with each other in this creation process, the appli-
cation developer and the security administrator, to determine
the minimal set of user’s roles in agreement with the security
constraints that guarantee the global security coherence of the
system.

The purpose of the paper is to show the methodology for
analysis and design of access control based on the role con-
cept and the usage concept during the development process of
information systems. The proposed solution is based on the
authoring access control model with the use of UML con-
cepts in order to obtain a harmonized approach in the matter
of roles production for dynamic information systems. Conse-
quently, the purpose of the role engineering is to determine the
security profiles for authorized users of a system application.

The paper is composed as follows: section 2 presents the
role concept and usage concept from the point of view of
access control. It gives the short description of current state
of the art in domain of logical security. The next sections
presents the results of research carried out by the author of
the paper. Section 3 gives the outline of the approach UR-
BAC (Usage Role Based Access Control) based on the con-
cepts presented in the previous part with its formal definition
and its representation with the use of UML concepts. Sec-
tion 4 deals with the cooperation of two actors in role cre-
ation process of information system security, while section
5 shows the process of roles production based on URBAC
approach presenting the rules and stages for creation of se-
curity profiles for system’s users and describing the possible
incoherences during the creation of the security scheme.

2. Role concept and usage concept

in access control

Currently, the development in the area of information systems,
especially modern, distributed information systems causes that
traditional access control models are not sufficient and ade-
quate for such systems in many cases. Some imperfections
were found in the domain of these security models:

• traditional access control models provide only the mecha-
nisms for definition of authorizations but do not give the
possibility to define the obligations or conditions in the
access control,

• developers or security administrators can only pre-define
the access rights that will be next granted to the subjects,

• decision about the access can be only made before the re-
quired access but not during the access,

• mutable attributes cannot be defined for subjects and ob-
jects of a system.

These disadvantages and the needs of present informa-
tion systems caused the creation of a unified model that can
encompass the use of traditional access control models and
allow to define the dynamic rules of access control. Two ac-
cess control concepts are chosen in our studies to develop
the new approach for dynamic information systems: the role
concept and the usage concept. The first one allows to repre-
sent the whole system organization in the complete, precise
way while the second one allows to describe the usage control
with authorizations, obligations, conditions, continuity (ongo-
ing control) and mutability attributes.

Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [15, 16] or its exten-
sions [17] require the identification of roles in a system. The
role is viewed as a structure around which the access con-
trol policy is formulated. Each role realizes a specific task in
the enterprise process and it contains many functions that the
user can take. A role can be presented as a set of functions
that this role can take and realize. Specific access rights are
necessary to realize a role or particular function of this role.

The Usage Control (UCON) [18,19] is based on three sets
of decision factors: authorizations, obligations and conditions
that have to be evaluated for the usage decision. It consists of
eight main components. The UCON strategy has two charac-
teristic features: mutability and continuity. Mutability repre-
sents the mutability of subject and object attributes that can
be either mutable or immutable. The mutable attributes can
be modified by the actions of subjects and the immutable at-
tributes can be modified only by the administrative actions.
The continuity means that a decision can be made before,
during or after an access [18, 19].

3. Approach of role based access control

with concept of usage control

The complexity of actual, current organizations (i.e. matrix
based organizational structure) has guided our proposal to
extend the standard RBAC model by the role management fa-
cilities that allow a finer distribution of responsibilities in an
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enterprise. On the other hand, the dynamism of current infor-
mation systems, especially distributed information systems or
federation of information systems was the reason to use the
concepts of Usage Control to develop the new implementation
of access control to support the management of information
system security.

In order to meet these requirements and problems in mod-
ern access control, a new access control approach, named Us-
age Role-based Access Control (URBAC) was proposed. This
approach was based on two access control models: extended
RBAC model [17] and UCON model [18, 19].

The traditional access control models utilize only the au-
thorizations for a decision process. Authorization decision is
made based on the subject attributes, object attributes and
the requested rights. In discretionary access control, defini-
tion of access control list is based on the properties of objects
and subjects (i.e object attributes and subject attributes). In
mandatory access control, the clearance labels of subjects are
based on subject properties (i.e. subject attributes) and the
classification labels of objects are based on object properties
(i.e.object attributes). Role-based access control model assign
the users to roles based on the users’ properties, responsibil-
ities and privileges (i.e. subject attributes). Definition of the
permissions and the relationships between roles and permis-
sions is given based on the objects’ attributes for which these
permissions were defined.

However, a usage decision is not only based on the ex-
istence of subject attributes and object attributes. It is based
also on the fulfillment of required actions by the users while
access to the data or simply when connecting to the system
and is based also on certain environmental or system status
that can be static and constant during some period of time or
can change dynamically. Such decision factors were named
obligations and conditions and they represent the dynamic
aspects of access control in information systems. They rep-
resent the type of constrains that determine the possibility to
allow an access to data based on the factors that can change
dynamically – they can be evaluated before or during the ac-
cess request. Moreover, the usage of an object can demand
some modifications in the subject attributes or in the object
attributes before an access, during an access or even after the
access.

The existence of obligations and conditions has been
recognized in modern information systems, particularly dy-
namic, distributed information systems, that realize many
business transactions each day, hour or minute such as enter-
prise information systems of type B2B (i.e. transactions and
interactions between business partners) or B2C (i.e. systems
of mass distribution of services or products).

3.1. Usage Role-based Access Control. Two types of users
were distinguished in the URBAC model: a single user (Us-

er) and a group of users (Group). These two elements are
represented by the element Subject that is the superclass of
User and Group. Subjects can be regarded as individual hu-
man beings. They hold and execute indirectly certain rights
on the objects. Subject permits to formalize the assignment

of users and groups of users to the roles. User is a human
being, a person or a process in a system, so it represents the
system entity, that can obtain some access rights in a system.
Group represents a group of users that have the same rights.
Subjects can be assigned to the groups by the aggregation re-
lation SubjectGroup that represents an ordering relation in the
set of all system subjects. Groups of users are often created in
enterprise management information systems as PLM systems
or ERP systems to provide the possibility to assemble a set of
people in a group with the same obligations, responsibilities
or privileges.

Role is a job function or a job title within the organiza-
tion and can represent a competency to do a specific task,
and can embody the authority and responsibility. The roles
are created for various job functions in an organization. The
users are assigned indirectly to the roles, based on their re-
sponsibilities and qualifications. The user can take different
roles on different occasions and also several users can play
the same role (Group element). It is also possible to define
the hierarchy of roles, represented by relation RoleHierarchy,
which represents the inheritance relations between the roles.

The association relation between the roles and subjects
is described by the association class SubjectAttributes which
represents the additional subject attributes (i.e. subject prop-
erties), for example an identity, enterprise role, credit, mem-
bership, security level. A role can contain many functions
Function that a user can apply. Consequently, a role can be
viewed as a set of functions that this role can take to real-
ize a specific job. It is also possible to define the hierarchy
of functions, represented by the relation FunctionHierarchy.
Hierarchy of functions, just like hierarchy of roles, represents
the inheritance relations between the functions.

Because each function can perform one or more opera-
tions, a function needs to be associated with a set of related
permissions Permission. To perform an operation one has the
access to required object, so necessary permissions have to
be assigned to the corresponding function. Therefore, all the
tasks and required permissions are identified and they can be
assigned to the users to give them the possibility to perform
the responsibilities involved when they play a particular role.
Due to the cardinality constraints, each permission must be
assigned to at least one function.

The permission determines the execution right for a par-
ticular method on the particular object. In order to access the
data, stored in an object, a message has to be sent to this ob-
ject. This message causes an execution of particular method
Method on this object Object. It can be said that a permission

is a possibility of method execution on an object in order to
access the data stored in this object. Very often the constraints
have to be defined in assignment process of permissions to the
objects. Such constraints are represented by the authorizations
and also in same cases by the obligations and/or conditions.

Authorization (A) is a logical predicate attached to a per-
mission that determines its validity depending on the access
rules, object attributes and subject attributes. Obligation (B)

is a functional predicate that verifies the mandatory require-
ments, i.e. a function that a user has to perform before or
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during an access. Conditions (C) evaluate the current envi-
ronmental or system status for the usage decision concerning
the permission constraint.

A security constraint determines that some permission is
valid only for a part of the object instances. Therefore, the
permission can be presented as a function

p(o, m, Cst),

where o is an object, m is a method which can be executed on
this object and Cst is a set of constraints which determine this
permission. Taking into consideration the concept of autho-
rization, obligation and condition, the set of constraints can
take the following form Cst = {A, B, C} and the permission
can be presented as a function

p(o, m, {A, B, C}).

According to this, the permission is given to all instances of
the object class except the contrary specification.

The objects are the entities that can be accessed or used
by the users. The objects can be either privacy sensitive or
privacy non-sensitive. The relation between objects and their
permissions are additionally described by an association class
ObjectAttributes that represents the additional object attribut-
es (i.e. object properties) that can not be specified in the
object’s class and they can be used for the usage decision
process. The examples of object attributes are security labels,
ownerships or security classes. They can be also mutable or
immutable as subject attributes do.

The security constraints can be defined for each main el-
ement of the model presented above (i.e user, group, subject,
session, role, function, permission, object and method), and
also for the relationships among these elements. The concept
of constraints was described widely in the literature [20–22].
It is possible to distinguish different types of constraints, static
and dynamic, that can be attached to different model elements.

The URBAC model distinguishes the following general
types of security constraints:

• Authorizations – constraints defined for the permissions,
based on the access rules defined by enterprise security
policy but also based on the objects’ attributes and subjects’
attributes. The authorizations evaluate the subject attribut-
es, object attributes and the requested permissions together
with a set of authorization rules for the usage decision.

• Obligations – constraints defined for the permissions but
concerning also the subjects – Subject can be associated
with the obligations which represent different access con-
trol predicates that describe the mandatory requirements
performed by a subject before (pre) or during (ongoing) an
access. They can represent the security constraints that are
defined on the subjects (i.e. users or groups) and they can
be static or dynamic.

• Conditions – constraints defined also for the permissions
but they concern the session – Session can be connected
with the set of conditions that represent the features of a
system or an application. They can describe the current
environmental or system status and states during the user
session that are used for the usage decision.

• Constraints on roles and on functions. The most popular
type in this group of constraints are Separation of Duty

(SoD) constraints [20, 22].
• Constraints on relationships between the model elements

[22, 23].

The meta-model of URBAC approach with the set of el-
ements and relationships presented above is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Meta-model of URBAC approach

Formal definition of URBAC approach. The URBAC can
be defined with the use of following components:

• main sets of elements: U – users, G – groups, S – subjects,
R – roles, F – functions, P – permissions, M - methods,
O – objects and Sn – sessions,

• additional sets of elements: Cl – classes, Op – operations,
ATT(S) – subject attributes, ATT(O) – object attributes,

• functional decision predicates: A – authorizations, B –
obligations and C – conditions,

• UA ⊆ U × R is many-to-many user-to-role assignment
relation,

• GA ⊆ G × R is many-to-many group-to-role assignment
relation,

• subAttribute : U → 2SAtt is a function mapping each
user ui to a set of its attributes sAtt(ui),

• subAttribute : G → 2SAtt is a function mapping each
group of users gi to a set of its attributes sAtt(gi),

• RH ⊆ R × R – a partial order on R set, called the role
hierarchy or role dominance relation,

• FA ⊆ F ×R – many-to-many function-to-role assignment
relation,

• FH ⊆ F×F – a partial order on F set, called the function
hierarchy or function dominance relation,

• PA ⊆ P × F – many-to-many permission-to-function as-
signment relation,

• user : Sn → U is a function mapping each session sni to
a single user user(sni),

• group : 2Sn → G is a function mapping a set of sessions
Sn to the group of users group(users(sni)),

• roles : Sn → 2R is a function mapping each session sni

to a set of roles roles(sni) ⊆ {r|(user(sni), r) ⊆ UA}
and session sni has the functions
⋃

r∈roles(sni)
{f |(f, r′) ⊆ FA},

• taking into consideration the hierarchy of roles:
roles : Sn → 2R is a function mapping
each session sni to a set of roles roles(sni) ⊆
{r|(∃r′ ≥ r)[(user(sni), r

′)] ⊆ UA} and session sni has
the functions

⋃

r∈roles(sni)
{f |(∃r′′ ≤ r)[(f, r′′) ⊆ FA]},
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• functions : R → 2F is a function mapping each role ri

to a set of functions
functions(ri) ⊆ {f |(f, ri) ⊆ FA} and role ri has the
permissions

⋃

f∈functions(ri)
{p|(p, f) ⊆ PA]},

• taking into consideration the hierarchy of functions:
functions : R → 2F is a function mapping
each role ri to a set of functions functions(ri) ⊆
{f |(∃f ′ ≥ f)[(f, ri)] ⊆ FA} and role ri has the permis-
sions

⋃

f∈functions(ri)
{p|(∃f ′′ ≤ f)[(p, f ′′) ⊆ PA]},

• permission : M×O → P is a function mapping a couple:
method mi and object oj to the permission p(mi, oj),

• objAttribute : O → 2OAtt is a function mapping each
object oi to a set of its attributes oAtt(oi),

• AUTH ⊆ 2A × P , many-to-many assignment relation of
authorizations to a permission,

• OBLIG ⊆ 2B × S, many-to-many assignment relation of
obligations to a subject,

• COND ⊆ 2C ×Sn, many-to-many assignment relation of
conditions to a session.

3.2. Representation of URBAC model using the UML con-

cepts. Currently, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) is
a standard language for analysis and design of information
systems. It is widely known and used in the software engi-
neering field to support the object oriented approach. UML
gives the possibility to present the system using different mod-
els or points of view. Therefore, UML can be used in the
role engineering process to implement and realize the UR-
BAC approach. To accomplish this, the concepts of UML and
URBAC model should be first joined. Two types of UML di-
agrams have been chosen to provide the URBAC approach:
use case diagram and interaction diagram. The use case di-
agram presents the system functions from the user point of
view. It define the system’s behavior without functioning de-
tails. According to the UML meta-model, each use case from
a use case diagram should be described by a scenario and in
consequence by at least one interaction diagram (i.e. sequence
diagram or communication diagram). The interaction diagram
describes the behavior of one use case with objects and mes-
sages exchanged during the use case processing [24, 25].

The relationships between UML concepts and the con-
cepts of usage role-based access control model are as follows
(Fig. 2) [26]:

• role (R) from URBAC is presented as an UML actor,
• function (F) from access control model is represented by

an UML use case,
• each actor from the use case diagram is in the interaction

with a set of use cases and these relations specify the rela-
tions of R-F type (relations between roles and functions),

• methods executed in the sequence diagrams and also in the
other UML diagrams represent the methods of URBAC,

• objects that occur in the UML diagrams, e.g. sequence dia-
grams, are attached to the object concept of access control
model,

• analysis of the sequence diagram(s) describing the particu-
lar use case allows to find the permissions (P) of URBAC,

• use case diagram offers four types of relations between its
elements:

• communication relation between an actor and a use
case that represents the relation between role and a
function, i.e. R-F relation,

• generalization relation between actors, representing
the inheritance relation between roles (R-R relation),

• two types of relations between use cases represent the
inheritance relations between functions of URBAC,
i.e. F-F relations,

• subject attributes (e.g. user attributes) from URBAC are
represented by the set of attributes defined for an instance
of an actor class on UML class diagram,

• concept of the object attributes from URBAC are attached
to set of attributes defined for the object in its class speci-
fication.
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Fig. 2. Relationships between URBAC concepts and UML concepts

The concept of constraints in the URBAC approach corre-
sponds directly to the constraint concept existing in UML. The
security constraints of URBAC can be defined for different el-
ements and for the relations between these elements. These
constraints are presented on UML diagrams corresponding to
the types and locations of elements for which these constraints
are defined. The authorization is a constraint attached strictly
to a permission and it is represented by the UML constraint
defined for the method’s execution in a sequence diagram.
The obligation is a constraint defined on a permission but it
concerns also the subject (e.g. a user). This type of constraints
is presented as UML constraint in a sequence diagram (as a
pre-condition or an invariant), especially from version 2.0 of
UML that provides the combinator fragments in the sequence
diagrams (e.g. “alt” or “opt”) allowing the definition of con-
straint conditions. The condition is a constraint also defined
on a permission but it concerns the session element. The con-
ditions are also represented by the UML constraints defined
in the sequence diagrams (mainly as an invariant). Remain-
ing types of constraints represent the constraints defined for
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roles, functions and their relations. Such constraints are rep-
resented by UML constraints defined for actors, use cases and
their relations on the use case diagrams or sometimes on the
sequence diagrams.

4. Creation of roles from the point of view

of two actors

Two types of actors cooperate in the design and realization
of security schema of an information system [22]: applica-
tion/system developer who knows its specification that should
be realized and on the other hand the security administrator
who knows the general security rules and constraints that have
to be taken into consideration at the whole company level. The
partition of responsibilities between these two types of actors
in the process of definition and implementation of the security
schema is proposed and this is the basis for determining their
cooperation for the global access control schema that fulfill
the concepts of URBAC (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Two actors in creation of security schema for information
system

Conception stage. The conception stage is realized by the
application developer at the local level of an information sys-
tem. The realization process of an information system or a
simple application is provoked by the client’s request to cre-
ate a new information system or a new application (i.e. to
add a new component to existing information system). Basing
on the client’s needs and requirements the application/system
developer creates the logical model of this application/system
and next designs the project of this system that will be the
base for its implementation. This model contains all the ele-
ments expressing the client’s needs (i.e. the needs of future
users).

The application developer defines the elements and con-
straints of this application corresponding to the client’s speci-
fications. These elements can be presented in a form adequate
to the access control concepts, i.e. URBAC model. The de-
veloper generates the sets of the following elements: roles,
functions, permissions and security constraints. These sets of
elements have to be presented to the security administrator
in a useful and legible form. The duties of the application
developer on the basis of the URBAC approach are:

• definition of permissions – identification of the methods
and objects on which these methods can be executed,

• definition of object attributes associated to certain objects
according with the access control rules,

• assignment of elements: permissions to functions and func-
tions to roles,

• definition of security constraints associated to the elements
of the application, i.e. authorizations, obligations and con-
ditions on the permissions and the standard security con-
straints on roles, functions and their relationships.

Exploitation stage. The exploitation stage is realized by the
security administrator at the global level of an information
system. The security administrator defines the administration
rules and company constraints according to the global secu-
rity policy and the application/system rules received from the
developer. He receives from the developer the sets of elements
in the form adequate to URBAC: set of roles, set of functions,
set of permissions and set of security constraints of the appli-
cation. He uses these sets to mange the global security of the
information system. First of all he defines the users’ rights to
use the particular applications. Two sets of elements are im-
portant to define the users’ rights on company level: persons
working for the enterprise (i.e. users) and functions realized
in the enterprise (i.e. business functions).

Business function is a task or a set of tasks that can be re-
alized in a enterprise by one or more persons. From the access
control point of view, the realization of such functions has to
take into consideration the security constraints that specify
the additional conditions for their performance.

Therefore, the duties of security administrator are as fol-
lows:

• definition of users’ rights based on their responsibilities and
their business functions in an organization – assignment of
users to the roles of information system,

• organizing of users in groups and definition of access con-
trol rights for the groups of users that realize for example
the same business functions – assignment of groups to the
roles of information system,

• definition of subject (i.e. user or group of users) attributes
associated to certain users or groups of users that allow to
determine the dynamic aspects of the security constraints,

• definition of security constraints for the relationships be-
tween users and roles or group of users and roles at the
global level with respect to defined security rules.

Another important task of the security administrator is
the management of set of applications assuring the global
coherence of the whole system at access control level. This
assurance is exceptionally important in a case of addition of
new application to the information system when new access
control elements appear both at local and global level.

5. Production of roles based

on URBAC approach

System security policies generally express the fundamental
choices taken by an organization to protect the data. They de-
fine the principles on which an access is granted or denied.
Role-based access control models are highly effective models,
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especially in the large companies, that allow the administra-
tor to simply place the new employees into the roles of the
system. However, access control mechanisms still demand a
clear definition of a set of activities and operations for each
system’s user that he will be allowed to execute. Consequent-
ly, a set of permissions should be defined for the user. As it
was shown above, a set of permissions composes indirectly
the system’s roles. Therefore, the production of roles using
the URBAC approach consists in the determination of per-
missions and next functions for the application/system roles
with the consideration of defined security constraints.

The process of role production is based on the connec-
tions between UML and URBAC described in Subsec. 3.2.
This process is realized with the use of use case diagrams,
where the system roles and functions are defined and with
the use of sequence diagrams, where the permissions are as-
signed to the rights of execution of methods realized in each
use case. These two types of diagrams should be examined
to identify the roles of URBAC, the functions that are used
by these roles to interact with the information system and the
permissions needed to realize these functions and the security
constraints that determine the possible rights. To obtain these
elements of the URBAC model, first the rules for creation of
the set of roles have to be defined.

5.1. Rules for creation of security profiles. Each subject
(i.e. user or group of users) of an information system is as-
signed to a security profile (i.e. user profile) which is de-
fined by the set of roles that can be realized by him. Security
profile is defined by a couple (s, listRoles(s)), where s is a
subject, listRoles(s) is a set of roles assigned to this subject.
Taking into consideration the concept of a user, such profile
can be defined as follows: (u, listRoles(u)), where u is a user,
listRoles(u) is a set of roles assigned to this user.

The proposal of the rules of the role creation and the as-
signments of these roles to users or groups of users in order to
create the security profiles for the subjects of an information
system is as follows:

1. An access control profile has to be defined for each subject
(i.e. user) who interacts with the system

si ⊢ securityProfilesi

in particular for a user:

ui ⊢ securityProfileui
.

2. This profile is defined by a set of roles which can be as-
signed to the subject (i.e. user) with the respect to subject
attributes defined mainly at the level of security adminis-
trator

securityProfilesi
⊢ setRolessi

, subjectAttsi

in particular for a user:

securityProfileui
⊢ setRolesui

, subjectAttui

To receive a significant profile, each subject (i.e. user) has
to be assigned at least to one role.

3. A role is defined by a set of functions assigned to this
role with the respect to potential security constraints cstrj

defined for them

rj ⊢ setFunctionsrj
, cstrj

To receive a significant role, each role should have at least
one function assigned.
In UML meta-model, each actor has to be assigned at least
to one use case in the use case diagram

aj ⊢ setUseCasesaj
, setConstraintsaj

.

4. A function is defined by a set of permissions necessary
to perform such function in accordance with the potential
security constraints cstfk

defined for such functions and/or
the security constraints defined on the permissions (i.e. au-
thorizations, obligations, conditions) cstPermissionp

fk ⊢ setPermissionsfk
, cstfk

, cstPermissionp,

where
cstPermissionpl

⊢ Apl
, Bpl

, Cpl
.

To receive a significant function, each function should have
at least one permission assigned. In UML meta-model, each
use case has to be defined by detail description, i.e. repre-
sented by a set of methods executed on the objects using
the interaction diagram (in our case the sequence diagram)

uck ⊢ setPrivilegesuck
, setConstrainsuck

.

5.2. Creation of user profiles. Creation process of the user
profiles, i.e. production of a set of roles, in an information
system with the use of UML diagrams contains two stages:

• determination of set of privileges (i.e. permissions) for an
use case in order to define a function and

• determination of set of use cases (i.e. functions) for an
actor in order to define a role.

Determination of function and assigned permissions. As
it was shown in Subsec. 3.2, a function of the URBAC model
corresponds to an use case of UML meta-model. Use cases
define the system functionality or in other words the needs of
system’s users that cooperate with this system to fulfill these
needs. Each use case has to be defined by its scenario that
determines the specification of use case interaction in form
of sequence of actions performed on the system’s objects. It
allows to specify the set of privileges for execution of dif-
ferent actions on the objects. Therefore, in order to identify
the permissions assigned to a function it is necessary to start
from the sequence diagram corresponding to this function.

The interaction is defined as a set of messages and each
message is realized by an action that can change the state of
the system. Execution permission has to be assigned to each
message of the sequence diagram.

Each message msg (o1, o2, m) in the interaction sent by
object o1 to object o2 to execute method m on object o2
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must have a suitable permission assigned to it. This per-
mission corresponds to the execution of method m on ob-
ject o2. Taking into consideration the security constraints
(Subsec. 3.1), the proposal of the message definition is as
follows: msg (o1, o2, m, cst), where cst represents a set of
constraints - authorizations, obligations and conditions:

cst(p) = A (p) ∪ B (p) ∪ C (p) .

Consequently, the set of permissions for interaction i is
defined as follows:

P (i) = {p | ϕ (msg (o1, o2, m, cst)) =

p (m, o2) ∧ cst (p) = true} ,

where ϕ is a function that assigns a permission p to message
msg, o1 is an actor or class instance that can execute method
m on object o2 and cst is a set of constraints

cst(p) = A (pm,o2
) ∪ B (pm,o2

) ∪ C (pm,o2
) .

Sequence diagram in UML meta-model is defined by the
set of interactions. Therefore, the set of permissions deter-
mined for sequence diagram Sqd and described by the set of
interactions ISqd is as follows:

P (Sqd) =

⋃

i ∈ ISqd

P (i) .

The use case µ described by set DI of interaction dia-
grams, e.g. sequence diagrams Sqd has the following set of
permissions assigned to it:

P (µ) =

⋃

Sqdj ∈ DI

P (Sqdj) .

The set P (µ) represents the set of permissions assigned
to the function fj specified by the use case µ:

P (fj) =

⋃

Sqdj ∈ DI

P
(

fSqdj

)

.

Determination of role and assigned functions. The use case
diagram presents the system functionality from the point of
view of its actors. The set of use cases can be found (i.e. UR-
BAC functions) for each actor (i.e. URBAC role) examining
this type of UML diagrams. Therefore, the determination of a
role and its set of assigned functions is realized by examining
the relationships between the actors and the use cases in the
use case diagram.

The use case diagram UCd contains the use cases (i.e.
functions) attached to the chosen actors (i.e. roles). The set
of functions assigned to role rj , described by one use case
diagram UCdi, is defined by the functions that are in direct
or indirect relations with this role (i.e. by the inheritance re-
lations between the functions) on this diagram:

F (rUCdi
) = {f | f = uc , uc ∈ UCdi ∧ (rUCdi

, f)

∈ R − F} ∪ {f ′ | f ′ = uc , uc ∈ UCdi ∧

((f, f ′) ∈ F − F ∧ (rUCdi
, f) ∈ R − F )} .

The set of functions of the role rj is defined by the union
of use cases assigned to this role in all use case diagrams
describing the whole application of the information system
DUC :

F (rj) =

⋃

UCdi ∈ DUC

F (rUCdi
) .

In order to define the security profiles for the system’s
users or groups of users, the set of roles has to be assigned
to the subject profiles (i.e. user profiles), taking into consid-
eration the security constraints defined at the global level and
the subject attributes defined for the subjects (i.e. users or
groups of users) that determine the access control rights of
particular system’s users. This task is realized by the secu-
rity administrator during the exploitation stage, described in
Sec. 4.

5.3. Example of role production with the use of URBAC

approach. The example illustrating the proposed approach
from the point of view of the distribution of access control
elements and the production of roles represents the applica-
tions of typical university information system. Such applica-
tions have different functionalities, range and different users.
One of their users, for example the user ”Professor” can have
two roles: Teacher and Researcher, to perform his teaching
and researching activities. The teaching role has a number
of functions, for example prepare lectures, give lectures, pre-
pare exams, record results, modify results, etc. The functions
assigned to the researching role are for example: create a the-
ory, test the theory, document the results, etc. Next, the sets
of permissions have to be mapped to these functions to grant
the access to perform the works required by each function
(Fig. 4).

Professor

Teacher

Researcher

prepare lecture

give lecture

prepare exams

record results

modify results

create theory

test theory

document results
p

p
p

p

p

p

p

p

p
p

p
p

SUBJECT
e.g. USER FUNCTIONSROLES PERMISSIONS

Fig. 4. Example of roles-functions-permissions mapping

In order to describe the particular user of an application
or a system the following elements of URBAC model can be
determined:

subject s := {Professor}

user u := {Prof. T omas Smith}

group g := {professors at IT department}

SubjectAttribute(subject s) :=
{position of ”Professor” at the department}

The development of an information system needs first the
analysis and design of its components. The applications of the
mentioned university system must be first described, for ex-
ample with the use of UML concepts, i.e. the UML diagrams.
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The analysis phase begins with the creation of use case dia-
grams for the applications. As it was presented in this section,
it is possible to obtain from the use case diagram(s) the list
of roles and the list of functions for an application or a whole
system, for example:

listRoles(ucd) = Roles(user u) = Ru :=
{Teacher, Researcher}

listFunctions(ucd) = Functions(Roles(user u)) =
Functions(Ru) :=
{prepare lectures, give lectures, prepare exams, record

results, modify results, create theory, test the theory,

document the results}
Next, each use case from the use case diagram has to be

presented by means of at least one interaction diagram (i.e. se-
quence or communication diagram). This interaction diagram
allows to find the permissions of the URBAC model that are
assigned to a function represented by this use case but also the
other elements of URBAC approach such as methods (repre-
sented by the messages sent from an actor or object to another
objects), objects and security constraints (i.e. authorizations,
obligations and conditions). Continuing the presented case,
the examples of these elements, i.e. permissions, methods,
objects and security constraints, for a selected function (i.e.
use case) are the following:

listMethods(uc) = Methods(Permissions p) :=
{active(), content(), chose(), validT eacher(),
getLecture(Teacher), setExam(Lecture, T eacher),
setGrade(Student, Lecture, Exam), setV alue(), ...}

listObject(uc) = Objects(Permissions p) := {:
listStudents, : listLectures, : listExams, : Exam, :
Grade, ...}

listPermissions(uc)
= Permissions(Function f) :=
{(content(), : listStudents), (getLecture(Teacher), :
listLecture), (setExam(Lecture, T eacher), :
listExam), (setGrade(Student, Lecture, Exam), :
Exam), ...}

ObjectAttribute(Object o) :=
{weight of particular grades for the total grade}

listAuthorizations(uc)
= Authorization(Permissions p)
:= {”Teacher” can visualize only his own Lectures}

listObligations(uc) = Obligation(Permissions p)
:= {permission ”(setGrade(Student, Lecture, Exam)”
can be executed only after execution of permission

”(setExam(Lecture, T eacher), : listExam)”}
listConditions(uc) = Condition(Permissions p)

:= {role ”Professor” can realize the permission

”(setExam(Lecture, T eacher), :
listExam)” only during the business hours}

The presented example shows the main ideas of the role
engineering process given in the previous sections. It demon-
strates the possibilities of developed URBAC approach and
the role production process based on it in domain of model-
ing and design of an access control for dynamic information
systems. The URBAC assures the well-defined organization
of the access control policy, as in the role-based models, and

the usage control in data accessing that is especially very im-
portant in dynamic, distributed information systems.

5.4. Two viewpoints in creation of security schema and

possible incoherences. The responsibilities of two actors
mentioned in Sec. 4, i.e. the application developer and the se-
curity administrator are different during the definition process
of logical security schema for an information system. The
developer has to fulfill the needs of all future users of the in-
formation system and ensure that the defined roles, functions
and permissions are in agreement with determined application
constraints. On the other hand, the security administrator is
responsible for the proper definition of security profiles for the
system users and for the global coherence of system security.

The confrontation of these two points of view is based on
the verification whether the developer’s job is not in conflict
with the work of security administrator. Such confrontation
allows to find out the incoherences that can be caused by:

• addition of a new application that uses the elements (i.e.
data) of another application existing in the system,

• addition of a new application with the new roles, functions
and permissions and these elements will be next included
in the role hierarchy of the whole system,

• addition of the new elements, e.g. roles or functions, and
new relations between these elements and the elements al-
ready existing in the system,

• addition of a new business function to the system or re-
moval of a business function, realized by the security ad-
ministrator,

• removal of the elements from a system, e.g. an application,
roles, by the security administrator.

These situations have to be resolved either at the con-
ception and/or administration level. The confrontation of two
points of view can reveal the possible incoherences between
these two levels and then enable their elimination. The glob-
al coherence of dynamic, distributed information system has
to guarantee that the concepts shared between different ap-
plications respect the global security schema. Such situation
generally provokes the necessity of different modifications in
defined sets of application elements, e.g. in the role hierarchy
or in the function hierarchy.

The purpose of the verification of coherence is to guaran-
tee that the addition of new elements, e.g. a new application,
to an information system will not cause the incoherences and
this verification should be performed before the integration of
the new elements with the existing security schema. Important
component of this process is the set of security constraints,
defined by the developer and security administrator, that de-
termine the coherence preserving.

The proposal distribution of the integration process of new
elements with the logical security schema of an information
system into two stages is as follows (Fig. 5):

1. Transformation of application/system UML Model that was
defined by the developer to the model that will be under-
standable for the security administrator.
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2. Verification of the new elements upon the fulfillment of the
security constraints defined by the developer at application
level and by the security administrator at global level.

Whereas, the transformation stage is composed of the fol-
lowing steps:

• creation of UML Model for an application by the develop-
er, that contains the application elements and security con-
straints defined in OCL (Object Constraint Language) [25],

• translation of UML Model, containing the OCL constraints,
into model consistent with the URBAC approach, contain-
ing the constraints defined in extended RCL (Role Con-
straint Language) – uRCL,

• integration of the new elements in model of existing sys-
tem by the security administrator – addition of the roles
and translation of the constraints into security schema.

The first step is the analysis and design of an applica-
tion model based on the project specification containing the
client’s (i.e. future users’) needs and functional requirements.
Application developer with the use of UML defines the mod-
el of the new system component (i.e. application) containing
all the elements and constraints from the point of view of
URBAC approach. Next, he establishes the relations between
these elements and generates the UML Model that has to be
then translated for the security administrator.

The second step is the automatic use of developed parser
that analyzes the application UML Model and preserves the
concepts that will be used for the coherence verification. The
parser with the use of rules defined in Sec. 5 translates the
Model from UML into URBAC concepts returning the lists
of roles, functions, permissions (objects and methods) and
security constraints from the local security level.

During the third step the security administrator receives
the application model or system model and defines or modifies
the security profiles for the systems users (i.e. definitions for
the new users, modifications for the existing users) with the
use of URBAC concepts. He integrates the new application
with an existing information system.
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Fig. 5. Integration of logical security schema on two levels

The second stage of the integration process is the verifi-
cation of global system coherence at the access control level

and in case of possible incoherences the correction of ele-
ments and security constraints defined by the developer and
by the security administrator. In a such case it is necessary
to compare two groups of access control elements and con-
straints and eventually apply the changes if they are not co-
herent. This stage can be repeated till the verifications returns
the correct, suitable system state and the new application can
be properly integrated in the existing distributed information
system.

6. Conclusions

The usage Role-based Access Control approach presented in
the paper allows to define the access control policy based on
an access request, as traditional access control models, and
the access decision can be evaluated while the access to in-
formation which you want to control the usage. The described
model takes into consideration the provisional aspects of ac-
cess security. All the elements of the URBAC approach form
a fairly complex model to present the whole organization of
each enterprise at the access control level. It allows the com-
plex structure of security policy to make possible the decom-
position of this policy and make easy its definition. On the
other hand, it expresses more than simple authorizations but
also the interdictions or obligations that have to be fulfilled in
order to obtain the access to a dynamic information system.

It seems the URBAC model can also support the securi-
ty of dynamic information systems. It can be done thanks to
the mutable concept came from the usage control where the
dynamic change of security policy can be translated by the
change of values of the subject attributes or object attributes.

The concepts of the presented access control approach
were used to define the process of role engineering in the
creation of security profiles for the users of an information
system. The paper presents the representation of the URBAC
approach with the use of UML concepts, the rules and stages
of creation of the user profiles. The process of role produc-
tion that is very important in the definition of logical security
policy of an information system, is realized by two actors:
application/system developer and security administrator who
cooperate with each other to guarantee the global coherence
at the access control level.

The presented approach was applied in practice. It was
implemented on the software platform to provide the manage-
ment of logical security for an information system from the
point of view of the application developer and from the point
of view of the security administrator – the project MACiDiS
(Management tool for Access Control in Dynamic information

Systems) in the framework of “TEWI” platform (the grant of
European Union, www.tewi.ics.p.lodz.pl). This tool provides
the implementation of role engineering process based on the
URBAC approach and the management of information system
security schema at the access control level.

The URBAC approach presented in the paper, has been
also used and implemented with success as an access con-
trol model in a few prototypes of the information systems,
both small and large, with both the static and dynamic char-
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acteristics, for example it has been implemented in the web
applications that currently have many dynamic features. This
shows that the model works well in current applications and
its rich structure provides the ability to define the complex
properties and organizational dependencies of the particular
application/system elements while determining the aspects of
dynamic access control.

Our next research is concentrated on the aspects of secu-
rity constraints for the URBAC approach and the algorithms
to maintain the coherence of the URBAC schema during the
modifications of an existing information system.
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